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"Because gardening has to remain a source of pleasure, discovery and sharing."
For more than 10 years, GARDEN EQUIPMENT based in France (near Rennes) designs
and distributes a range of products that makes easier the garden maintenance.

Our purpose is clear: offer innovating and quality products that will make your life
easier, answering to individual and nature professional expectations.
The maintenance of your tools should not ruined your enjoying gardening
moment.The lifetime and the performances of your mower (tractor or robot) depend not
only on its brand or its utilization but also on the proper maintain of your machine.

Comfortable and simple to use, our range of products is the ultimate in riding lawn mowers
maintenance tools for easily lifting lawn tractor from 300 kg to 800 kg and access the
undercarriage (blade sharpening, belt replacement and debris removal…).
Our patented products are compatible with most riding mowers and lawn tractors,
including zero turn models.

Always attentive to new needs, Garden Equipment has developed a large choice of
design garages to protect your robotic lawn mowers. Whatever the size or the brand, our
Robot Protect range will protect your equipment.

Improve your comfort, efficiency and enjoy even more your garden!
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EFFORTLESS

SECURE

PATENTED

Cleaning and maintenance
The CLIPLIFT helps to simplify the cleaning and the maintenance of your
riding lawn mowers. The lateral tilting provides a safe access to the mower
deck. This model can welcome tractors mowers not exceeding 300 kg /
660 Lb.

Easy and effortless
The hydraulic jack pump equipped with a foot pedal makes easier the
tilting, without any effort. The CLIPLIFT can be moved easily thanks to its
handle and large wheels.

*2 year warranty for individuals and one year for professionals
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Cleaning and maintenance
CLIPLIFT MAGNUM is the perfect tool for making the maintenance of your

lawn mower tractors and zero turn. This model can lift mower riding lawn
mowers weighing up to 500 kgs / 1100 lbs (maximum rear wheels track :
127 cm - 50 in).

Easy and effortless
The ramps allow an easier access to the cradle. With the hydraulic jack
pump, the lateral tilting is effortless and safe.

*2 year warranty for individuals and one year for professionals

Double security

Secure and optimized storage

An active security feature 3 levels of

Handy, CLIPLIFT MAGNUM is easily moving

automatic interlocking, plus a safety support

thanks to its handle and large wheels.
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SAFE AND MUCH MORE EFFICIENT !
Gardeners must respect deadlines for the maintenance of green and outdoors areas. Unexpected events

happen and require an immediate intervention. Transportable, Cliplift PRO will give you the possibility to
examine the situation instantly and avoid you to go back to the workshop for checking. You could directly

remove debris, change the blade...
In store workshops, mechanics repairers play an important role in the
profitability of the company by providing fast and good quality service.
Good working conditions (tools provided and safety during repairs)
increase their efficiency.

Double security

Easy and effortless

The straps supplied will secure the

With the double hydraulic jack pump,

tractors front wheels into the Cliplift

the lifting is fast and easy. Cliplift PRO

PRO's brackets. The locking pin provides

can be moved easily thanks to its 4

an added safety while you clean the

wheels and must be used on a stable

lawnmowers.

and flat surface.

Cleaning and maintenance
Cliplift PRO is a revolutionary tool, designed for nature professionals and town halls. It is perfect for blade

sharpening / substitution or all other riding lawn mowers maintenance tasks. It can welcome mower tractors
weighing up to 800 kgs / 1800 lbs !
The lifting arm is adjustable, from 115 to 135 cm / 45 to 53 in (outside front wheels measurement).

*2 year warranty for individuals and one year for professionals
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THE WORK TABLE OPTION
The work table option can change your Cliplift PRO into a real mobile lifting platform. It enables to
work on any lawnmower, to put a generator, a chainsaw...).
Dimensions : 65 x 85 cm / 25,6 x 33,5 in
Maximum height : : 80 cm / 31,5 in
Maximum load : 60 kgs / 132 lbs

*2 year warranty for individuals and one year for professionals

CLIP'NET

CLIP'NET +

Clip’net & Clip’net + are the perfect tools for cleanning the

cutting deck of your mower (push or riding mower). It makes
task way easier and secure.
Clip’net + has a claw, that makes more simple the removal of
accumulated grass that obstructs the lawnmower deck and the
grass catcher.

Specifications
Patented and made in France
Easy to use and comfortable
Heads and claw (CLIP'NET +) in steel
reinforced with rib
Black zinc plated 10μ (rust protection)
Varnished handle in beech, double
gripping
54 cm / 330 grams

STAINLESS STEEL SCRAPER
This scraper has many uses, it is perfect to clean the cutting deck of a mower, terrace
paving stones, weeds...
Stainless steel knife 11 cm with beveled shape - Handle : 15 cm

COMPARATIVE TABLE
In order to choose the most suitable CLIPLIFT mower lift, here is a comparative table with
specifications for helping you to select and avoid to have an equipment undersized or
oversized with your needs.

Cliplift

Cliplift Magnum

Cliplift Pro

300 kgs

500 kgs

800 kgs

SPARE PARTS

ECO RESPONSIBILITY
In our eco-responsible process, we give you the possibility of buy
spare parts in ord repair your device.
Why would you part with your device when one single piece could
give it a second life ?

NEW
PRODUCT

MULTI-BRAND

MADE IN EUROPE

RESISTANT

Yes , a garage for the robotic lawn mower is essential !
Sun
Robots will be sheltered from sun's ultraviolet rays (and moon). Thanks to their design, the air continues to
circulate, favoring good ventilation to prevent stagnation of heat and humidity. If the battery is working with a
temperature exceeding 30°C, liftetime will be reduced by 20 %. Robotic lawn mower screens are also very
sensitive to the sun and heat.
Protect your equipment agains heat will really help to achieve its optium life expectancy and even extend
it.

Rain and sudden showers
Most of robotic lawn mowers are water resistant. However, electronic circuits dislike humidity even more for
an extended period of time. Generally, your robot stays at least 16 hours per day on its charging station
(mostly set for working 4/5 days per week and few hours every day).

Hail, lightning and falling branches
Many dangers are coming from the sky : lightning, hail, falling branches, tile...
Without Robot Protect, you expose your device against these dangers that could cause significant damages
on your robot and its charging station. Resistant and quality, our garages will protect them against those risks
or at least reduce damages.

Prying eyes and tossed balls
If your robotic mower is outside day and night unattended, it may
become an easy target for thieves. Yes, recent models are equipped with
an anti-theft system, the automatic mower is an outward sign of wealth
and as the French proverb says : "Live happily live hidden"
Your neighbor kids or yours enjoy playing ball games in your garden.
Strength and accuracy are not always under control, it may possible that
the ball hits severally your equipment, robot or its charging station (and
not only once).

Robot Protect C is the smallest model of the range. It enables an optimized protection to small and medium
robotic mowers.

Amazing pieces of technology, a robotic lawn mower needs a garage to
sustainably and effectively protect them against different weather conditions that

could make them prematurely obsolete.

Specifications
Inox base, composite
material covered by
aluminium sheet
Robot maximum height : 25 cm
Length x Width x Height :
60 x 43 x 30 cm -- 4 kg

Opening roof system

Easy access to the station

Multi-brand, it is adapted for lateral outlets as well as back up from the base station.

The 4 anchoring points of the Robot Protect C ensure a secure fastening on the ground. It is supplied with a
mounting kit and a manual to allow a quick and easy installation.
Below, a non exhaustive list of the compatible models * :

Resistant, our garages are made in Europe
with noble materials

An elegant design that will fit
perfectly in your garden

A natural ventilation is possible thanks
to the smart conception of the garage
* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any
relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the
compatibility and the origin of the presented product.

Robot Protect A & B are our "intermediate size" garage, It protects the robots against severe weather and the
shocks (balls, falling branches...).

Specifications
Inox base, composite
material covered by
aluminium sheet
Robot maximum height : 37 cm

An elegant look that will enhance your garden

Length x Width x Height :
65 x 65 x 40 cm -- 6 kg

Your automatic lawn mower and its base station will be subjected to
tremendous ordeals. Wind, rain, cold, sun and any bad weather patterns are

different but are all harmful for your device.

In order to give you more choices, 2 colors are available for this model (Anthracite
and grey or black and grey).

Specifications
Inox base, composite

2 opening systems let you a free access to the robot : the roof alone or the full

garage. It will makes easier all adjustments and checks on the robot and its
charging station.

material covered by
aluminium sheet
Robot maximum height : 37 cm
Length x Width x Height :
65 x 65 x 40 cm -- 6 kg

Opening roof system

Full opening system

For an effective fastening on the ground, our garages Robot Protect A or B have
12 anchoring points.

Robot Protect garages have been designed to welcome a maximum of models. 3 sizes have been created to
optimize the adaptation regarding protection and aestheticism.
Below, a non exhaustive list of the compatible models * (non-contractual, informative and indicative) :

Robot Protect B is the black & grey
alternative of Robot Protect A

The materials quality and their design
make the garages robust

Compatible with robotic mowers
with lateral outlet and back up from the station

* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any
relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the
compatibility and the origin of the presented product.

Robot Protect XL is reserved for mastodons of its category : Robotic mowers with high mowing capacity.

Under strain, theses machines, capable of swallowing thousands of square meters, also
needs garages to ensure their longevity through time.

Specifications
Inox base, composite
material covered by
aluminium sheet
Robot maximum height : 39 cm
Length x Width x Height :
86 x 65 x 40 cm -- 7 kg

Multi-brand compatible, Robot Protect XL is adapted to lateral outlets as well as
back up from the base station.

12 anchoring points ensure to Robot Protect XL an excellent fixation on the ground. It is delivered with the
fixation kit and a manual in order to make installation easily and quickly.
Below, a non exhaustive list of the compatible models * :

Thanks to the opening systems (roof only
and the full garage), you can easily access
to the base station.

Aluminium sheets

Composite material
Zoom on materials used
for the Robot Protect
garages

* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any
relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the
compatibility and the origin of the presented product.

COMPARATIVE TABLE
Non exhaustive list of the suitable models *

X

X

Recommended

Suitable

Inappropriate

* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any
relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the
compatibility and the origin of the presented product.

The Robot Protect Life garage will protect your robot efficiently from weather conditions and will be a real
planter to grow herbs, decorative plants, strawberries...

It will protect your robotic mower and its charging station from bad weather and
especially from overexposure to the sun (anti-UV protection) to ensure the

Specifications

longevity of your device.
Inox base, composite
material covered by
aluminium sheet
Robot maximum height : 38cm
Length x Width x Height :
Inner usable dimension

73,5 x 59 x 40 cm -- 9 kg

In harmony with your garden

Planter max load : Up to 20 kg

Multi-brand, it adapts to mowing robots that leave their base in lateral as well as

back up.

Both practical and aesthetic, this product made in Europe has 7 anchoring points to ensure a good fixation on
the ground. The fixing kit and the instructions will enable you to assemble it quickly and easily.
Below, a non exhaustive list of the compatible models * :

Aromatics, decorative plants, flowers...
Let your imagination run wild with
Robot Protect Life

The garage has been designed so that the
water drains outside

TRIPLE THICKNESS

STAINLESS STEEL
REINFORCING BAR

A strengthened structure
* This Robot Protect product is compatible with the mentioned brands (trademarks owned by third parties which have not any
relation with Garden Equipment and its businesses). They are used for ease of reference to help the customer about the
compatibility and the origin of the presented product.
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How to move a heavy flowerpot ?

Patented lifting straps system
Potlifter is an innovating lifting straps system
to easily move heavy and bulky flowerpots or
various objects.
This product is an essential to bring your
plants home on winter, take them out for
sunny days and to move them as you wish all
year long.

A smart solution
Did you ever try to move a heavy flowerpots
or any bulky objects ?
Everyone knows how it is difficult and risky
for your health (back, sprains...).
This innovating system of lifting straps for
flowerpots will enable you to move objects
weighing up to 90 kg, whatever the shape
(gaz cylinder, fertilizer bag, wood...) and
up to 2 meters in circumference.

Fast and easy to use
Unclip the hooks and surround the object to be moved at both ends. All you have to do is pull on the handles to
tighten the straps. The good balance of the load allows easy and safe movement.
The Potlifter is an ideal gift for yourself, your family and friends who love gardening.

Get your back safe and share the load with Potlifter
Fit the shape of the object that you have to move
Resistant & durable (load capacity up to 90 kg)
Handles 34 cm each side in order to have a good catch in hand
Let you move tasks worry free even on a steep ground
Easy to set up and use
70 cm in diameter

SMART

DURABLE

UNIVERSAL

STOP unwanted movements and prevent damages
Clip'Block lets you transport your machines safety. Very useful, it is compatible with many devices / tools :
tractor mower, snow thrower, concrete mixer, generator, high pressure washer or other wheeled devices.

Specifications

Easily adjustable : Wheel diameter up to 40 cm
and width up to 18 cm
Quick and easy installation / uninstallation
The base of the device can remain in place
Can be installed on the bed of a trailer

Our motorcycle and scooter wheel lock is ideal for secure
vertical parking (in a garage or outside), especially during
maintenance tasks on your engine.
It can also be used for transport on a classic trailer, a cargo
compartment of a motorhome, on the deck of a boat or a
lifting table.

Wheel is locked by a tilting caliper, adjustable according to the diameter of
the wheel from 13 to 21 inches.
Structure in sheet steel (3mm thick). Black lacquered.

Suitable with motocross, scooters and road bikes

Can be fixed on the ground

Makes it easier to get your motorcycle onto a trailer

This rail ramp combination will save you space in the truck or trailer.
- Fixing system to hold the ramp to the rail
- Anti-slip surface
- Easy to assemble

Specifications
Length : 180 cm for the rail and 200 cm for the structure
Wheel diameter : 14 to 21 inches (rail + structure)
Rail + Structure : 16 kg

Inner bottom : 17 cm
Max weight : 250 kg
Zinc-plated steel structure

There is a handle on the ramp

Your gardening and green areas maintenance equipments specialist.

Find us online :
www.garden-equipment.fr
www.robot-protect.com

Z.I du Plessis Beuscher - 35220 Châteaubourg - France
Téléphone : +33(0)9 72 57 76 38 - Fax : +33(0)0 72 57 76 42
contact@garden-equipment.fr

